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A lifetime resident of Grangemouth (67years).
Married father of two girls and proud
grandfather to one grand-daughter.
Retired electrical maintenance supervisor.
Recently resigned Convener of Grangemouth
Community Council having been a member for
10 years.
In a nutshell just an average guy







Industrial noise from the neighbouring Petrochemical complex.
Initially attended local area forum (non
statutory body) to express my concerns but
was disappointed by the lack of a response
from council officers who gave the impression
that this was just the way things were.
Was advised to take my concerns to the
Community Council.



Access to Statutory Consultees



Communications with Local and Public
authorities were more formalised and
responses were required.







It was quickly recognised by GCC that as a result
of my work experience in heavy industry and the
oil industry in particular that I was probably in a
better position to express the concerns around the
issue than they were and I was co-opted to the CC.
That was how I became involved with the work
done by Community Councils.
So like may others I suspect you start off with a
personal concern then realise that others have
similar concerns and somebody needs to do
something about it.







With the passage of time elections for the CC
came around and I put my name forward and
was duly elected.
Based on previous work I was asked to take on
the role of co-ordinating assessment and
response to planning matters on behalf of the
CC.
This brought me into more direct contact with
local council planning officers and the planning
system.







That to have any chance of influencing
outcomes you had to understand the system.
That in the main local councillors tasked with
making planning decisions do not understand
the system and therefore just go with officers
recommendations unless local opinion
demands further consideration.
Local opinion is often muted until it is too late
due to collective apathy.







Requested and received training from the local
authority (albeit after some time) in the form of
a full day course run by Planning Aid Scotland.
Lots of online research and reading to acquaint
myself with planning guidance and legislation
on an issue by issue basis.
Invited planning officers to attend CC meetings
to better understand how they reach a
recommendation on various types of
application.









You need resources
You need influence
You need access at the highest level of decision
making
You need support
You need time







People to share the workload and with
appropriate skill sets
Funds to facilitate; advertising, meeting
venues, travel, office support, access to
expertise
Time











To have influence you have to be seen to be
credible.
Establish credibility through networking with
local elected representatives and council
officers.
Ensure that representations can be proven to be
those of the community.
Learn to talk the language of planning.
Keep communications concise and to the point.
Remain open to differing opinions.








This is the most difficult target to achieve.
Developers tend to have an advantage based
on what they claim to bring to the table in the
form of economic development and growth.
To be frank access has to be earned by
developing your influence as referred to
previously.
Always have your eye on the big picture and
interact with the planning system at the earliest
stages.





First you need the support of colleagues and in
no little measure family as involvement with
the planning system can be very time
consuming with timescales driven by the
system.
Access to advice from others involved in
planning matters (this can reduce the stress
associated with presenting a case).









Time to think
Time to research
Time to garner opinion
Time to formulate responses
Time to present your case
Time to assess decisions







Public Local Inquiry into Forth Energy
Application to construct and operate 100MWe
Biomass fuelled Renewable Energy Plant at the
Port of Grangemouth.
Due to the size of the proposal the application
had to be handled under Section 36 of the
Electricity Act.
From initial knowledge of the application to
granting of consent from Scottish Ministers
circa 3 years elapsed.









Understanding what was involved with a
Section 36 Application Process.
Communicating with Scottish Government
Energy Consents Division (new experience).
Understanding the limited involvement of the
local authority in the process (new experience).
Undertaking a steep learning curve in terms of
Scottish Government Policies around
renewable energy production and fuelling.









Initially we had to rely on our previous planning
system experience.
Invited applicant to CC meeting to outline their
proposals.
Based on initial reaction from attendees we
organised a single issue public meeting to raise
awareness of the proposals.
Organised an objection letter signing event in
Town centre.
Sought support from adjacent CCs
Aimed to get local authority to object to the
application to add weight to our objection by
lobbying planning committee members.







Over 900 letters of objection submitted to
Energy Consents Division including letters
from adjacent CCs
Local authority planning committee requested
further information from the applicant on the
issue of Air Quality. Subsequently the local
authority submitted an objection based on
massing and scale of the proposed
development given its location in proximity to
the Town Centre.
Public Local Inquiry called on the basis of the above



OMG where do we go from here?



We are a bit out of our depth but feel we have
no choice but to actively participate in the PLI
process given the strength of local opinion and
the fact that we have been elected to represent
the views of the community.







As the member of the CC with responsibility
for planning matters I feel apprehensive about
my lack of knowledge with regard to PLI’s.
I start to feel exposed
Where do I go for advice?







Check with previous members of CC to find
out if they have any experience (nothing).
Contact Local Authority CCLO to see if there is
anyone that could offer guidance. I am advised
to contact Planning Aid Scotland (PAS) as the
council officers can not provide advice to me as
they are party to the Inquiry as an objector.
Contact PAS via web site outlining situation.
Response advises that a volunteer will be in
contact in due course.









Eventually I am contacted via e-mail by PAS
allocated volunteer requesting that I pass
details of support request to him.
No response and requests for updates are not
answered (frustrating).
Contacted PAS again to be advised that
allocated volunteer has withdrawn. (waste of
time).
Starting to feel even more exposed and
concerned, stress levels increasing.







I receive first communication from the
Department of Planning and Environmental
Appeals (DEPA) advising date and location of
pre Inquiry meeting; also included PLI
guidance notes and procedures.
Not unexpectedly it all looks very formal and
to the uninitiated intimidating.
Stress levels increasing (not sleeping well).









I and two colleagues arrive early to get a feel
for the place.
We introduce ourselves to the reporter who
while welcoming us makes it clear that he
cannot converse with us to avoid being accused
of favouring one side or another. (further proof
of the formality)
The applicants representatives arrive with
what seems like an army of legal eagles.
The room continues to fill and we start to
recognise some friendly faces from other CCs







The reporter requests any objectors present
who wish to participate in the Inquiry to
identify themselves.
A number of individuals and organisations
indicate their intention to participate.
Given the number and variety of organisations
the reporter requests that objectors consider
forming a coalition to smooth the Inquiry
process. As we are the relevant CC for the
application he suggests that we lead the
coalition. (more pressure if any were needed).










Reporter takes a short adjournment to allow discussion
of coalition proposal.
What initially seemed like a further burden actually
proves to be beneficial as it gives us access to some
degree of expertise and allows us to spread the load of
producing evidence in support of our objection.
We accept the role of coalition leaders.
Reporter now sets timetable for the Inquiry which set a
short lead time and a 10 day duration; also dates for
statement of case and evidence submissions. *
Reporter also sets his parameters and seeks
participants views on what form each session should
take i.e. Inquiry or Hearing sessions.











Establish a working group and lead
contact/coordinator (me, more stress)
Establish communications network
Identify witnesses requirements
Establish meeting schedules
Identify anticipated resources to produce hard
copy evidence documents (5 copies of all
documents required).
Assess available funds to facilitate
preparations.







Various attempts made to engage the services
of expert witnesses. (unsuccessful for various
reasons).
Attempts made to seek legal advice and or
representation (unsuccessful).
Growing concern that we could inadvertently
make mistakes at the Inquiry that could lead to
personal liability (asked CCLO if local
authority legal team could offer advice, this
was refused as they were only able to advise
local authority)







Requested access to funding to engage legal
advice. Advised to submit request via council
funding officer. Historically this is a slow and
bureaucratic process so given the time scale we
decided to progress on our own.
Stress levels continue to rise due to: legal
uncertainty, high volume of e-mails, timetable
pressures, witness identification, witness
preparation.
As part of our coalition wider networking we
come into contact with Planning Democracy









For the first time in the process we have someone
to talk to who has as they say “walked the walk”.
We set up a full day seminar attended by Sue
Hamilton and her colleague from Charlestown,
Limekilns, and Pattiesmuir CC.
This was without doubt the most informative and
useful part of our preparations.
A retired local solicitor (friend of a team member)
came along and advised on how to present
ourselves at the Inquiry and some tricks to look
out for from the other side (very useful).







Increasing pressure as the Inquiry start date gets
closer.
Deadlines for delivery of hard copy evidence
documents and witness pre-cognitions to all
parties have to be met.
Due to the geographical spread of coalition
partners coordination is difficult and stressful.
Effort has to be made to retain focus and harmony
(most members of the team are feeling the pressure
of combining PLI workload with day to day work
commitments, family, personal issues).








Feels like David v Goliath
Raft of emotions: nervous, stay calm, thank god it
will soon be over.
The Inquiry sessions are onerous as they are by
their nature adversarial. The most difficult aspect
both before and during the Inquiry is being able to
forensically assess the applicants evidence and
cross examine their expert witnesses.
The Hearing sessions are more relaxed and offer a
better opportunity to express your case rather than
being restricted to limited responses to what are
often closed questions from the other parties
representatives.











Consent is Granted by Scottish Ministers
almost 1 year after the Inquiry.
Thoughts:
Why the delay after being rushed through the
Inquiry process?
Did we ever have a chance of success?
Was it worth it?
Were we just being used to make the decision
look considered and democratic?







On a personal level I felt exhausted, disillusioned
and frustrated.
Following the Scottish Ministers decision to grant
consent and after giving myself some time to
consider what had gone before and what I knew
was in the planning pipeline for Grangemouth I
decided to resign from the CC. A domino effect
resulted and the CC was ultimately dissolved
pending upcoming elections.
As I understand it there was only one nomination
received to form a new CC which only confirmed
my belief that apathy still remains a problem.









There is an urgent need in my view for a wider
discussion between legislators, planning
system professionals and planning system
users to address what is clearly perceived to be
an unbalanced system and re-establish
confidence in the outcomes.
Improved networking between interest groups
to collate experience and share it.
Seek ways by which current community
apathy can be overcome.
Develop a consistent message for change.

